
ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B.2LR
PP Tool box with empty organizers

General features
	- 2 sides handles
	- Telescopic handle
	- 4 robust and silent self-oiling wheels
	- Removable tray in the upper compartment
	- 5 small component boxes (2 x WL01 - 2 x
WL02 - 1 x WL04)
	- Central lock with key
	- I.D. removable label
	- Various padlockable points
	- Label for content identification
	- Several optional accessories
	- Great versatility in configurations
	- 2 jam free top lid latches with easy opening
mechanism
	- 2 front main door latches
	- Stackability
	
	THE DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN THE TABLE
ARE EXTERNAL DIMS

Internal Configuration

- upper removable tray
- 2 x 60 mm. high empty organizers
- 1 x 95 mm. high empty organizer
- 2 component boxes 30 mm. high mod.
WL01 (6 compartments each)
- 2 component boxes 30 mm. high mod.
WL02 (13 compartments each)
- 1 component box 30 mm. high mod. WL04
(10 compartments)

- The dimensions shown in the table are
external dims
- Create your own organizers configuration
by selecting the relevant AIBOX

Versions

ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B

ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B.2LR

ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B.LMT

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX3.E

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX3.F

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX6.E

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX6.F

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX6.B1

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX9.E

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX9.F

ALL.IN.ONE X AIBOX9.B1

EAN
8024482183602

Technical features A B C D E

mm internal dimensions 581 381 455 59 396

Weight Kg 10,10

inc internal dimensions 22 7/8 15 17 15/162 5/160 15 9/16

Weight lbs 22.26
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ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B.2LR
PP Tool box with empty organizers

Tool trolley specifically engineered for the professionals that need to carry a variety of hand tools, power tools

and spare components, making it the ideal companion for all kind of MROs.

	Comes in a sturdy injection molded body made in copolymer polypropylene, able to withstand shocks, rough

usage and harsh weather conditions, features two side handles, an extractable trolley handle (990 mm.

extended height) and four robust and silent wheels. The upper compartment closed by the top lid, contains a

removable tray for spare hand tools placed on top of a recessed area where 5 small component boxes or a

laptop computer can be stored.

	The lower compartment, protected by a collapsible front door, can accommodate 3 to 7 removable

organizers with lid of variable height (30-60-95 mm.) with a variety of optional inner configurations such as

pre-cubed bicolor foam layers, bin boxes for small components, and even specifically designed tool pallets,

for all kind of small and big hand tools.

	A central single key lock, as well as a metal reinforced padlock hole, grants the possibility to secure

completely all compartments with one single key.

	A number of optional accessories such as lid tool pallets, pivoting wheels set, and extra organizers are

available to make this product your Personal Maintenance Assistant.

	

	THIS PRODUCT IS POWERED BY INTELLIRESPOND, the free App that allows for personal tool inventory

and control of the content.

	Please visit www.intellirespond.com
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Spares
ALL.IN.ONE X AI1X.B.2LR

KIN.1159 KIN.1032 KIN.1327 KIN.1328

KIN.1329 KIN.1029 KIN.1044 KIN.0972

KIN.0497 KIN.1165 KIN.1197 KIN.1306

KIN.1019 KIN.1031
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